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Clustering-based Event Detection from GPS Track Data
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ABSTRACT: This paper considers accuracy of detecting geographic events (significant trips and stops made) from GPS
track data. The proposed method modifies DBSCAN, a density-based spatial clustering algorithm, to temporal criteria to
detect stops as spatiotemporal clusters, and uses temporal filtering to smooth out any misclassified values. Percent correctly
classified based on the proposed method is 94% with kappa index .88. Experimentation results indicate that a clustering-
based event detection algorithm combined with smoothing techniques provides a relatively reliable means to infer events
from noisy GPS track data.
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1. Introduction

With the Global Positioning System (GPS), movement of individuals can be tracked in a fine spatiotemporal resolution. This
offers much potential in a wide range of applications. For example, GPS have been used in complementing personal travel survey
[1], detecting activity patterns of individuals [2], examining effects of transportation infrastructure on physical activity [3],
improving measurement and monitoring of physical activity for health applications [4], and understanding role of environmental
factors (e.g., pollution) in occurrence of diseases (e.g., cancer, asthma) [5]. The utility of GPS will only grow as greater amount
of GPS data become readily available from location-aware devices. Personal sensor data (including GPS data) is estimated to
increase from 10% of all stored information to 90% within the next decade according to the Chief Technology Officer of EMS.

Whether this potential can be realized partly rests on accuracy of algorithms that detect events from GPS stream data. GPS
stream (or track) data is a collection of track points (or logs) recorded at a certain time interval. Each track point has an attribute
like location (in latitude and longitude), time, and speed. Track points can be classified into two types of geographic events: (a)
stops where significant activities (e.g., shopping, seeing a doctor) are conducted, and (b) trips made (or routes taken) between
stops. Further analysis can be conducted on track points classified above, including inferring modes of transportation, and
purpose of trips. This paper focuses on the problem of classifying track points into stops and trips which forms the basis of
further analysis.
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GPS track data can be largely characterized as voluminous and noisy, and thus it is critical to develop automated event detection
algorithms robust to noise. To illustrate, tracking the movement of an individual during a week period with a five second record
interval creates 120,960 track points. This renders manual post-processing quite infeasible when multiplied by the number of
time periods and study participants. Moreover, positional accuracy of track points varies depending on atmospheric condition,
presence of building structure, and quality of a GPS receiver. The time to get a location fix (known as a cold start and warm start
problem) varies, and battery may not be replaced in a timely fashion. All of these cases introduce uncertainty into encoded
attributes of GPS track points, rendering classification less reliable.

Common approach to classifying track points (or event detection) is rule-based. That is, track points can be classified into trips
if speed is greater than a certain threshold value. Track points can be classified into stops (or trip ends) if there is little change
in position between consecutive track points. Similarly, different modes of transportation (e.g., driving, walking, and public
transportation) can be inferred based on combination of different conditions (rules) imposed on speed, acceleration, heading
change, and a degree to which routes are aligned with transportation infrastructure of different types [6]. Rule-based (or
threshold-based) approaches can be employed readily (for example, through query), but are not necessarily robust to uncertainty
(or noise) described above.

Stops are equivalent to noisy spatiotemporal clusters, and thus one can use a density-based spatiotemporal clustering algorithm
to detect stops from GPS track data. An existing study uses DBSCAN [7], one of density-based spatial clustering algorithms, to
detect significant places from GPS track data [8], but no attempt has been made to modify DBSCAN to detect significant stops,
spatiotemporal clusters. It has been suggested that filtering attribute values of track points might improve event detection [9],
but effects of filtering—whether filtering is performed before or after event detection—have not been largely examined. This
research attempts to adapt DBSCAN to temporal criteria to detect significant stops, and use filtering to better handle noisy GPS
data after event detection. The aim of this study is to determine whether a density-based spatiotemporal clustering algorithm
combined with temporal filtering can improve inference accuracy (determining whether track points are stops or trips) over
purely threshold-based approaches.

This paper describes automated procedures for extracting two types of geographic events—significant stops made and routes
taken between stops—from GPS track data to assist visualization and analysis in Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The
remainder of this paper will be organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related event detection algorithms within GPS post-
processing methods. Section 3 describes the proposed event detection algorithm based on clustering and filtering outlined
above. Inference accuracy of the proposed algorithm is evaluated against manual classification and results of attribute query in
Section 4.

2. Related Work

The purpose of GPS post-processing methods is to extract a personal itinerary (or a personal map), which is more useful
(informative) than raw GPS data. The personal itinerary is an account of a journey for a certain period of time. The itinerary
consists of two geographic events (see [10] for the definition of geographic events): stops (or activities) and trips. A stop is
defined as a place that a subject visits in order to participate in one or more activities for some duration. Given this definition,
waiting for traffic light on the road does not count as a stop. A trip is defined as a route from one stop (origin) to another stop
(destination) for some duration. A stop is Point and a trip is LineString in terms of Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) geography
data types. With further data processing additional attributes can be assigned to these geographic events—namely purpose of
trip to a stop, and mode of transportation (navigation) to a trip.

Post-processing of GPS track data consists of data cleaning, event detection, and event characterization [9]. Inferring trip
purpose is an example of event characterization. We focus on data cleaning and event detection given the scope of this paper.
Data cleaning attempts to remove any anomaly present in data. One can gauge levels of positional accuracy of GPS data by
plotting GPS track points overlaid on data of higher accuracy and independent source (e.g., orthoimages) in GIS. Track points
with unrealistic attribute values (e.g., altitude, speed) can be deleted. Attribute values can be filtered prior to event detection if
necessary (e.g., highly noisy data) [9].

Event detection refers to the task of determining whether track points are trips or stops (trip ends) as defined above. Since trips
have higher speed than stops, trips can be detected based on speed thresholds [11]. This method, however, is largely prone to
misclassification. For example, waiting for traffic light in driving can be misclassified into stops due to low speed although they
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are part of trips. Accuracy of identifying trips can be improved if acceleration and heading change are considered in addition to
speed [12].

Similarly, stops can be identified by imposing thresholds on appropriate attributes. For example, track points are classified into
stops if the difference in successive latitude and longitude values is less than 6 meter and speed is near zero [1]. Again, this
threshold-based method is subject to misclassification. For instance, GPS measurements right after signal loss (e.g., exiting a
building) may be misclassified into trips (although they are still part of stops) because positional values have a high margin of
error under that circumstance, and positional errors are translated into false speed values.

Stops can be alternatively detected using density-based spatial clustering algorithms. DBSCAN, one of density-based spatial
clustering algorithms, detects a group of dense spatial clusters by aggregating spatial clusters that are density-reachable [7].
DBSCAN begins with scanning the number of data points within a pre-specified bandwidth ε from any unvisited arbitrary data
points (seeds). If the number of data points exceeds a pre-specified minimum number of points (MinPts), those data points within
ε are set to a spatial cluster C. For each C, the algorithm checks if each point within C forms another spatial cluster (i.e., density
reachable). All density reachable data points are marked as clusters. Data points that are not density reachable are marked as
noises.

An advantage of density-based clustering algorithms is that they are relatively robust to noise. GPS measurements are less
precise when GPS receivers regain signal reception after signal loss (that is, warm start), generating spatially noisy data. Warm
start occurs particularly in borderline between stops and trips. This makes distinction between stops and trips especially
difficult. DBSCAN can make stop detection less sensitive to these noises because DBSCAN can effectively delineate high-
density spatial clusters from noise.

DBSCAN was used to detect significant places in a previous study [8]. This study, however, detects a significant place (a spatial
cluster), which is not same as a significant stop (a spatiotemporal cluster). A spatial cluster does not differentiate when a place
is visited whereas a spatiotemporal cluster does. To detect significant stops, it is necessary to modify DBSCAN such that a
spatial cluster can be disaggregated by time of visits.

A few lessons can be learned from previous studies. It appears that threshold-based approach alone cannot classify track points
accurately. GPS track data contain some noise, and thus enforcing rigid thresholds without regard to uncertainty and contexts
will not yield accurate results. Eclectic approaches that combine event detection algorithms robust to noise with mechanisms
that take into account data quality and temporal contexts can produce reliable results. Below we describe the proposed method
for detecting events from GPS track data.

3. The Proposed Method

3.1 Data Cleaning
To minimize effects of uncertainty on event detection algorithms, we manually checked for logical consistency, accuracy, and
completeness of data [13]. Unrealistic attribute values of track points are checked. Data were found to be logical in terms of
meeting expected range of attribute values. Geocoded raw GPS data was overlaid with data of higher accuracy. Data were found
to be reasonably accurate in position; geocoded track points are well aligned with high-resolution images, ArcGIS 10.1 Map
Service World Imagery. Spatial accuracy of data points after cold/warm start was, however, shown to be variable.

The program checks for any gaps in data (missing track points for longer than 90 seconds), and reports on extent of gaps.
Temporally redundant track points were programmatically deleted. Duplicate records were checked because software proprietary
to the GPS logger used for this study limits the number of track logs (points) that can be exported, and mistakes are often made
during manual data export. To treat data with high margin of errors in positional values, a program deletes a track point following
a significant gap. A significant gap is defined to exist when temporal interval of a gap is greater than 90 seconds and distance
between two track points making up the start and end of a gap is greater than 50 meters.

3.2 Event Detection
The event (stop/trip) detection module consists of two components: (a) classifying track points into stops and trips, and (b)
smoothing out classified values of track points. The innovative feature of the proposed method is to use temporal DBSCAN for
the first trial of classification, and temporal filtering for the second trial of classification.
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3.2.1 Identify seeds for DBSCAN using Kernel Density Estimation
Instead of choosing seeds (unvisited arbitrary data points) randomly for DBSCAN, the program narrows down the location of
candidate stops using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). KDE scans the number and proximity of points to regularly placed
location within a pre-specified bandwidth, and transforms that information to smooth kernel density function [14]. Frequently
visited places can be identified using KDE because those places have unusually high density values [8]. For KDE, pixel size is
set to 30 meters, and bandwidth is set to 90 meters. Extreme KDE values—used to identify locations of candidate stops—are
defined as values greater than or equal to 900 per square kilometers.

Representative location of extreme KDE values is fed into DBSCAN as seeds; this serves to reduce processing time for
DBSCAN, and minimize chance of missing potential stops due to random and incomplete search of the DBSCAN algorithm. To
prevent the algorithm from being trapped in home (where vast majority of time is spent on), track points presumed to be at home
location are excluded for analysis.

3.2.2 Detect stops using temporal DBSCAN
Spatial clusters identified from DBSCAN are checked to see if those clusters are consecutive for some duration of time. If the
abovementioned requirement is met, spatial clusters are disaggregated into stops (as spatiotemporal clusters). So a place visited
more than once are identified as multiple stops. Track points that are not stops are classified into trips.

For DBSCAN, ε  is set to 50 meters, and MinPts is set to 5. 50 meters are chosen based on observed spatial accuracy of data and
extent of spatial clusters. It should be noted that life space of study participants are largely suburban in U.S with distinct land
use compared to other continents. For a spatial cluster to be qualified as a spatiotemporal cluster (that is stop), duration should
be longer than 3 minutes, and track points making up a stop should be continuous.

DBSCAN is selected to detect stops over threshold-based methods described earlier. With DBSCAN, track points that are
scattered around stops but do not form part of a stop (for example, beginning of a new trip) are correctly classified into trips.

3.2.3 Smooth out misclassified values using temporal filtering
Stops and trips identified based on a density-based spatiotemporal clustering (as described above) can still remain misclassified.
In particular, temporally noisy values can exist quite often. For example, a series of track points have an array of values [stop,
trip, stop, stop, stop] although they should be classified into [stop, stop, stop, stop, stop]. To resolve this problem, the program
calculates a majority value (the most common value) from consecutive track points with total duration 2 minutes and 30 seconds,
and assigns a majority value to those track points. That way, an array of five track points [stop, trip, stop, stop, stop] can be
classified into a stop as a whole. This effectively removes noise that remains after clustering-based classification.

3.2.4 Extract geographic events
Unique identifiers (IDs) are assigned to stops and trips based on temporal order and a rule that a stop is followed by a trip, and
vice versa. In operational terms, a stop is a collection of track points that are spatially clustered and temporally continuous; a trip
is a collection of track points that are not spatially clustered and temporally continuous.

Track points that are classified into stops and trips with unique IDs are aggregated (or dissolved in GIS terms) into two
geographic events called stop centers and trip routes. Stop centers are mean centers of track points with a unique stop ID; trip
routes are polylines that link an origin stop to a destination stop (Figure 1).

Figure 1 shows stop centers and trip routes extracted from GPS data using the proposed algorithm. It can be seen that this
subject made eleven significant stops during the week period. Stop centers and trip routes are labeled by IDs that follows
temporal order. Staying at home is not included in the map.

4. Evaluation

The event detection algorithm described above was applied to data collected for the study that monitors mobility of subjects
using GPS [15]. Two subjects—one control (healthy) subject, and one rehabilitation (recovering from stroke) subject—agree to
carry a GPS logger (DG-100 Data Logger) during waking hours of each week for this study. Recording interval was set to 30
seconds, and data were collected in a passive and continuous mode (see [11] for different settings of GPS tracking).
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All GPS track data were collected in one week time period. We collected data amounting to total seven week periods extending
from May 2011 to November 2011. For a control subject (CS1), data were collected for week 1 (wk1), week 5 (wk5), week 9 (wk9),
and month 6 (mo6) after treatment. For a rehabilitation subject (RS3), data were collected for week 1 (wk1), week 5 (wk5) and week
9 (wk9). Each week data amounted to about 5,000-16,000 track points depending on the extent of gaps in the data. Procedures
described above are all automated using a Python 2.7 with ArcGIS 10.1.

Figure 1. Algorithm output: stop centers and trip routes

To evaluate how accurately the proposed method classifies track points into stops and trips, we check classification errors
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against results of manual classification. For manual classification, we manually check all track points (totaling 61,557) to see
whether they constitute stops or trips by looking through all track points superimposed over ArcGIS 10.1 Map Service World
Imagery.

Table 1 shows an error matrix compiled from seven data sets. The percent correctly classified (PCC) is 94.2%, and Kappa index,
a measure of classification accuracy, is 0.88. That is, data are correctly classified 88% of the time with the proposed method
taking into account the agreement occurring by chance.

 trip         stop               Row Total

trip      133               11                       144

stop        2               78                        80

Column Total      135              89                        224

PCC: 94.2% Kappa index: 0.88

Table 1. Error matrix and classification accuracy of the proposed method

To examine effects of temporal DBSCAN and temporal filtering on classification accuracy, we compare performance of the test
method to that of the threshold-based method (that is the control method). The control method classifies track points into trips
if average speed in kilometer per hour is greater than 4.2 (slow walking speed), and into stops otherwise. The threshold value 4.2
kph is not an ideal choice, but appears to be reasonable given that driving is a predominant mode of transportation (84% in terms
of the number of trips) for subjects who participated in this study, and encoded average speed for making walking trips and
making stops is similar. All other aspects including data cleaning remain the same between two methods. Track points that
constitute “staying at home” are excluded because including these track points deflates misclassification rates significantly. In
other words, the extent to which track points are misclassified (i.e., misclassification rates) is calculated as the total number of
misclassified track points out of the total number of track points that occur outside of home.

Figure 2 graphs the percent of misclassified track points for seven data sets. On average, 10.58% of track points are misclassified
with the control method, and 1.91% of track points are misclassified with the test method. This indicates that the proposed
method differentiates between stops and trips from GPS track data more accurately than a threshold-based method.

Figure 2. Misclassification rates of the proposed method vs. control method (attribute query)
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5. Conclusion

The proposed method utilizes temporal DBSCAN for detecting stops and temporal filtering for smoothing misclassified track
points. The method classifies GPS track points into stops and trips with high level of accuracy (88%). Results show that a
density-based spatiotemporal clustering combined with temporal filtering is effective in detecting stops and extracting the
personal itinerary from GPS track data.

This study demonstrates that DBSCAN can be adapted to differentiate between two types of geographic events—significant
stops and trips between stops—in GPS track data. Further, density-based spatiotemporal clustering (or temporal DBSCAN)
combined with temporal filtering can better handle noise present in data, and thus improve inference accuracy. Being robust to
noise is advantage of the proposed method over threshold-based methods (such as attribute query).

Several limitations of this research should be acknowledged. The proposed method accurately classifies track points within the
constraints of the total time for GPS data collection. In other words, accuracy of the method is not assessed with respect to gaps
in data. Gaps in GPS data can be filled using other complementary means of measuring mobility. Research shows that combining
accelerometry-based data with GPS data can improve reliability of mobility measurement [16].

The performance of the method can be evaluated using more rigorous methods. This research examines combined effects of
clustering and filtering on inference accuracy. That is, it does not examine independent effects of clustering and filtering,
respectively. The performance of the proposed method can be compared against more rigorously formulated threshold-based
methods in different variation. The proposed method can be also evaluated in reference to self-reported information completed
in real-time rather than in reference to manual classification results.
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